Disability Discrimination
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Kwok Wing Sun v Law Yung Kai Trading
as Wan Kou Metal & Plastic Factory
DCEO 2/2007

◆ Background
The Plaintiff had been having ventricular septal defect and renal disease
for years. Though he needed to attend medical check-up regularly, his
work ability was unaffected according to his doctor’s opinion. He was
employed as a family driver by the Defendant in May 2005 and he
passed the three-month probation period in August 2005.
In September 2005, the Plaintiff submitted a sick leave application form
for his medical check-up to the wife of the Defendant. She became
angry and asked for details of his disabilities. From that moment on,
she began to pick on the Plaintiff and imposed new restrictions on his
work. In January 2006, the Plaintiff was dismissed by the Defendant
without being given any reason.
The Plaintiff brought proceedings against the Defendant under the
Disability Discrimination Ordinance (DDO).

The Court’s Decision
The Court was satisfied that the Plaintiff had provided sufficient
evidence to substantiate his disability discrimination claim. The Court
took the view that there was no sufficient reason to dismiss the Plaintiff.
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The Court found that the Plaintiff was unlawfully discriminated against
and dismissed on the ground of his disabilities.
As a result, the Plaintiff was awarded a total of HK$98,500, and the
breakdown of the damages was as follows:
Loss of income

HK$

43,500.00

Injury to feelings

HK$

55,000.00

HK$

98,500.00

For the loss of earnings, the Court decided that the Plaintiff should
recover six months’ loss of income as the Court viewed that he should
be able to find alternative employment with a similar salary within that
period. For injury to feelings, the Court took into account the length of
time the Plaintiff had worked for the Defendant and the treatment he
had received during his employment period.
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K & Ors v Secretary for Justice
DCEO 3, 4 and 7/1999

◆ Background
There were three Plaintiffs in this case, namely K, Y and W. They
applied for the posts of ambulance man, fireman and customs
officer respectively in the Fire Services Department and the Customs
and Excise Department. In all three cases, the Plaintiffs were given
conditional offers of employment, which were subsequently withheld
or terminated because they had a parent with mental illness.
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